
Changing Hearts, Saving Lives 

 

Reva and a student at the University of New Mexico. 

Catherine’s January Update 

Dear friends,         January 26, 2009 

The power of ONE invitation! 

I’m sitting on the floor of my room in Ventura with just a laptop and a few boxes scattered around. 

Everything else is waiting for me in Wichita, Kansas. This 

week I say goodbye to my hometown and embark on a 

mission to “train thousands to make abortion unthinkable 

for millions”… all because of one little email.  

Three years ago, my friend Reva and I got an email 

invitation from her dad, Les Studer, to attend Justice For 

All’s training seminar, “Abortion: From Debate to 

Dialogue”. Since then she and I have dialogued with 

hundreds of people on campuses around the country, 

sharing the truth about abortion and comforting hurting 

students in their grief. We’ve helped present segments of 

JFA’s seminar. Here at home we’ve made presentations to 

over 1,000 high school students and young adults and hosted a local pro-life training day.  

Now, thanks to my generous team of financial supporters, I’m within 15% of my goal and will start 

working full-time with JFA next week. I can’t help thinking how different my life would be if Les 

had simply not sent us that invitation, and how grateful I am that he did! SO, will you join us for one 

of JFA’s spring 2009 outreaches? Will you invite someone else to come, too? Will you boldly and 

lovingly defend the lives of unborn children? 

Thank you and God bless you for all of your encouragement, support and prayers! 

Peace,  

Catherine Wurts 

 

 

 

        Lindsay Jon and Matt Theresa, Tammy, 

Maureen and me 

Lindsay, Tammy Me and David 

Here I am with some of the JFA crew after a full day at North Carolina State University.  We’d love to 

have you join us for an outreach! Check it out - call (800)281-6426 or visit www.jfaweb.org. 


